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1. Reference Books and Notes

[CM] is the standard reference for dispersive billiards.
[De1] is an introductory paper about anisotropic spaces.
[DKL] is a recent book about transfer operators in hyperbolic dynamics.
[De2] contains the slides of a recent mini-course on dispersive billiards.

2. Research papers on dispersive billiards

The proof of exponential mixing for maps using anisotropc spaces is in [DZ].
The proof of exponential mixing for flows is in [BDL].
The measure of maximal entropy for maps is constructed in [BD1]. Polynomial
bounds on its rates of mixing are obtained in [DK].
Other equilibrium states for maps are studied in [BD2] for maps, in [Ca] for flows.
The measure of maximal entropy for billiard flows is constructed in [BCD].
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